
Dear friends, Hope you are all well. Fall is beginning here in DC, albeit late. The falling 
leaves remind us about the passing away of things, something I have been thinking a lot 
about lately. I was watching this show the other day about scientists coming up ways to 
extend our life, by decoding cell death, reconstructing and reviving the brain, even 
coming up with ways to travel to other planets before our earth is swallowed up by the 
sun in a few billion years. It made me wonder, why would we want to live forever? Is not 
death that makes life so precious? Would we still enjoy life if we knew it would last 
forever? Would we have children? I do like the never-ending quest of science for 
knowledge. I do enjoy life. I hope human beings along with other life forms continue to 
enjoy many many more sunrises on the beaches and flowers in the meadows and sunsets 
in the mountains and all the wonderful and pleasant things of the world. But I also know 
that some of us will always wonder about the meaning of it all. Not merely for the sake of 
education, enlightenment or enjoyment but simply because at some point, like children 
playing all day, we will get tired of it. Also, what is eternal life but simply another form 
of death? As we learn from Physics, motion without change and being at rest are both the 
same. As Suzuki Roshi said, "Renunciation is not giving up the things of the world, but 
accepting that they go away." Perhaps the only thing that will remain meaningful is our 
love for one another. At least let us hope so! 
 
Hope you enjoy reading this email in which, along with the subject mentioned above, I 
write about tea party Republicans, traveling on the bus and the things I learned from my 
parents. I continue to blog and post pictures (see nature-lover.net). Please do let me know 
if you wish to be removed from my mailing list.  
 
Yours, Sankar 
 
Random Thoughts (98) 
10/30/2013 
 
1. (9/24) To what extent are we the composite of the characters of our parents? This 
morning I thought of a trait in me that I recognized as being a result of the combining of 
traits that I have observed in my parents separately. Then I started thinking about other 
traits in my parents that are complementary and to my surprise I realized I could 
recognize something in me that corresponded to a combination of those complementary 
traits. Perhaps in the future they will produce computer programs that will predict 
accurately the character and personality traits of a person by combining those of his or 
her parents. The mind is the next frontier in science. A glimpse of this was given in the 
movie "Elysium," where a computer actually talks to the hero and is able to discern what 
he is thinking or feeling. 
 
2. (10/10) This survey (link below) of Republicans shows that for many of them at the 
root of their anger lies fear. Fear of the other, fear of losing their way of life, losing their 
place. People who are happy inside rarely get mad at others. Question is how do we give 
space for people to express their fear and listen to them with compassion at the same time 
stopping them from hurting others. 
http://www.democracycorps.com/attachments/article/954/dcor%20rpp%20fg%20memo%



20100313%20final.pdf )  
 
3. (10/17) My parents moved here for good in 2008, after spending the previous 14 years 
away from me except for periodic visits. During the past two years they have been 
spending as much as five months a year with us. After a transition period in which we 
learned to adjust to each other, now I can say things are more or less smooth. It has been 
a time in which I was able to see clearly the many things that they have given to me that I 
had taken for granted. My mother's devotion to her religion as well as a certain discipline 
and structure in daily life, my father's independent streak and love of life, among others. 
It has given me a fresh appreciation of the bedrock foundations of our religion and 
culture. Rituals and traditions exist not just as religious or cultural practices but also as 
means of disciplining the mind and providing structure to life. Yet I do still believe that 
they must be flexible and dynamic enough to accommodate new knowledge and 
experience that will enhance our thinking and our life. Ultimately their goal is to prepare 
us to serve humanity and to seek the truth, not simply one's own well-being and peace of 
mind.  
 
4. Every time someone that you knew dies, someone that impacted your life enough to 
remain fresh in your memories, it awakens you to the true nature of life. We are nothing 
but brief waves in the ocean of existence. What will remain of us? What will remain of a 
wave in the ocean? Is the wave's existence in vain, then? No. A wave in combination with 
other waves changes the nature of the ocean and the beings living in it and shapes the 
shores that surround the ocean. In that sense every being as part of the ocean of life has a 
part in shaping and moving the universe along. Yet ultimately the life of the universe 
itself is, in another time scale, a wave in the ocean of existence. There may be other 
parallel universes, and existence itself may go through many cycles of creation and death 
in the form of the big bang and gradual dissolution. Perhaps it is fruitless and a vain 
desire of ours to seek meaning and purpose in our existence. Or perhaps understanding 
the nature of existence itself is the meaning and purpose. This inquiry was prompted by 
my chance discovery of the death in 2008 of the old lady who rented a room to me in 
Pasadena , CA. Through googling I learned that the house where I lived for a year was 
sold by the daughter in 2006 and that the old lady died in 2008. There is no other 
information. Just a piece of data in real estate related and people-finder websites. Such is 
the nature of life. In a few hundred years we will be just pieces of data stored somewhere, 
if at all. 
 
5. (10/17) Continuing on the theme of #2 above, I have been spending way too much time 
reading about the attitudes and thought processes of the so called tea-party conservatives. 
For some reason I think a lot about this quarter of the American population who currently 
identify with this group. As with every human being I believe that they are as capable of 
doing good as the rest of them. All of them, moreover, are children of immigrants and 
probably many of their ancestors were peasants fleeing the then harsh conditions of 
Europe. Some are wealthy businessmen and also of the Southern "aristocracy" who fear 
the loss of their privilege and wealth, but many are not. A lot of them used to be 
democrats. Somehow the propaganda machine starting with people like Rush Limbaugh 
has convinced them that immigrants and minorities are their enemies. But with mindful 



communication and compassionate listening I have no doubt that this attitude can be 
changed. It is probably already changing, as the world gets smaller and people get to 
interact with others of all backgrounds. If you wish to read more about this topic I 
recommend Andrew Sullivan's blog and Ross Douthat's columns in the NY Times. Both 
are conservatives who write very thoughtfully often sympathetic to progressive causes. 
 
6. (10/31) I have been traveling by the same bus in the mornings for several days now. I 
meet the same driver and see the same people. It has been interesting to watch the 
preferences and tendencies of people when they get in the bus. Some like to sit in the 
back, some in the front, some like to stand. Since I like to put my bag down next to me, I 
am always hoping that no one sits next to me. I found that if I sit in the middle people are 
more likely to pass by my row and sit in one of the empty seats in the back. They like to 
look at all their options before sitting down, although some do like to take the first 
available space. Some will move on if they see a bag next to me. Others will not hesitate 
to ask me to pick up the bag. The worst case was this woman who tapped my shoulder 
and woke me up and made me pick up the bag. Come on, lady, could you at least not let a 
man catch up on his sleep? :-) 
 
7. (10/31) I am pleased to announce that I have not been watching sports on TV during 
the past week. Instead I have been watching a lot of C-SPAN and public television. I also 
watched a couple of episodes of "Into the wormhole with Morgan Freeman" on the 
science channel. Man, what a show it was! It talked about some of the amazing things 
scientists and engineers have been working on. Figuring out ways to travel to other stars 
by producing miniature black holes and to other universes by building wormholes, the 
nuclear fusion project at the National Ignition Facility, a proposal to terraform Mars, 
building humanoid robots, recreating a human being through his or her memories by 
capturing every moment on video (life-logging) or by slicing his brain into tiny bits and 
mapping the entire neuron "connectum," beating death by re-engineering the death 
initiation process in cells and so on. It made me think about the meaning and purpose of 
life, about what it means to be a human being and what makes a human being. Are we 
simply the collection of our memories or the sum total of our neuronal connections?  
  
	  


